
















2.4 Noise and vibration information

Noise emission value may be exceeded.

Ø Wear hearing protection.

The vibration emission value can be exceeded!

Ø Select the right tools and exchange them in time in the

event of wear.

Ø Have maintenance carried out by trained specialized techni-

cians.

Ø Define additional safety measures for protecting the operator

from the effect of vibrations (e. g. keep hands warm, organi-

zation of working procedures, machining at normal feed

force).

Ø Depending on the operating conditions and state of the elec-

tric tool, the actual load might be higher or lower than the

specified measured value.

Notes

The specified vibration emission value was measured in

accordance with a standardized testing procedure and can

be used to compare one electric tool with another.

The specified vibration emission value can also be applied

for a provisional estimate of the vibration load.

Times during which either the machine is switched off or run-

ning but not actually in use can considerably reduce the

vibration load during the entire working period.

Times during which the machine works independently and

self-propelled do not have to be calculated.

Designation of measured value Unit Value according to

EN 60745

Vibration emission value ah (vector

sum of three directions)

m/s2 1.2

A-class acoustic pressure level LPA

typically

dB (A) 85

A-class acoustic power level LWA

typically

dB (A)          96

Uncertainty K for noise emission

value

dB                 3
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7. Accessories and consumables

Name Scope of

delivery

Consuma-

bles

Options Order num-

ber

Guide rail X X - 920881

Driver roller 30° X X - 135477

Driver roller 75° X X - 135478

Roller (horizontal) X X - 135791

Suspension eyelet X - - 107666

Allen key DIN 911-4 X - - 067849

Universal oil (0.1 l) X - - 138648

Case X - - 982582

Form piece (auxiliary tool for the preforming of

the lug  seam preparation)

X - - 136688

Operator's manual, TruTool F 300 X - -

Safety information, other countries X - - 0125699

Safety information, USA X - - 1239438
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7.1 Ordering consumables

Note

The following data must be specified in order to ensure that

parts are delivered correctly and without delay.

1. Specify the order number.

2. Enter further order data:

Voltage data

Quantity

Machine type

3. Specify the complete shipping information:

Correct address.

Desired delivery type (e.g. air mail, courier, express mail,

ordinary freight, parcel post).

Note

For TRUMPF service addresses, see 

www.trumpf powertools.com.

4. Send the order to the TRUMPF representative office.
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